The words we use to refer to people from various countries do not always follow a predictable pattern. Thus, someone from Switzerland is Swiss, from Wales Welsh, and from Holland Dutch. Each sentence below contains the name of a country and an adjective describing the nationality of that country’s inhabitants. Letters that are identical in both words have been omitted. In each case the answer is unique.

1. Someone from _P_MARK is _A_JISH
2. Someone from ___-Y is ___-___-IAN
3. Someone from ___-O is ___-AN
4. Someone from ___-LAND is ___-TISH
5. Someone from _A_E is _E_H
6. Someone from ___-_A is ___-___-E
7. Someone from ___-_Y is ___-I
8. Someone from ___ is ___-I
9. Someone from ___ is ___-VIAN
10. Someone from ___-_AL is ___-___-UESE
11. Someone from ___-_A is ___-___-IAN
12. Someone from ___-_ON is ___-ESE
13. Someone from ___-_EN is ___-ISH
14. Someone from ___-IN is ___-NISH
15. Someone from ___-___ is ___-___-J
16. Someone from ___-___ is ___-___-JC
17. Someone from ___-LAND is ___-NISH
18. Someone from ___-_EY is ___-ISH
19. Someone from ___-_UM is ___-AN
20. Someone from ___-_ is ___-___-IAN
21. Someone from PH_P-ES is P-___-O
22. Someone from ___-_AND is ___-ISH
23. Someone from ___-___ is ___-___-K
24. Someone from ___-_AY is ___-EGIAN
25. Someone from ___-_AND is ___-ISH
26. Someone from ___-_Y is ___-EGIAN
27. Someone from ___-_CE is ___-K
28. Someone from ___-_ISTAN is ___-___
29. Someone from ___-_ is ___-N
30. Someone from ___-_S is ___-TIAN
31. Someone from ___-_LAND is ___-ISH
32. Someone from ___-_ is ___-LESE
33. Someone from ___-_QUE is ___-___-CAN
34. Someone from ___-_US is ___-IAN
35. Someone from ___-_OS is ___-IAN